Abstract. The set of all words in the alphabet {/, r} forms the full binary tree T. If x e T then xl and xr are the left and the right successors of x respectively. We consider the monadic second-order language of the full binary tree with the two successor relations. This language allows quantification over elements of rand over arbitrary subsets of T. We prove that there is no monadic second-order formula <f>*(X, y) such that for every nonempty subset Xoi 7" there is a unique y e A" that satisfies 4>*(X, y) in T.
INTRODUCTION
The uniformization problem for a theory TH in a formalized language L can be formulated as follows. Suppose TH | - VM3V^(M, V) where <j> is an L-formula and u, v are tuples of variables. Is there another L-formula <fi* (u, v) such that TH | -ViJVv(0*(w, V) ->• <jiu, v)) and TH \-V53! v0*(w, v)?
Here 3! means "there is a unique". Rabin's Uniformization Problem is the uniformization problem for the monadic second-order theory of the full binary tree. Let us recall necessary definitions and survey very briefly the history of the problem.
The monadic second-order logic is the fragment of the full second-order logic that allows quantification over elements and over monadic predicates only. One way to define the monadic version of the first-order language L is to augment L by a list of quantifiable set variables and by new atomic formulas teX where / is a first-order term and A 1 is a set variable. Suppose that M is a structure for L. The monadic second-order theory of M is the theory of M in the extended language when the set variables range over all subsets of M and e is the containment relation.
The monadic second-order theory of the structure (a, Successor) is known as SIS. Here to is the set of natural numbers, Successor is the usual successor operation, and SIS abbreviates "the second-order theory of one successor". The decision problem for SIS was solved positively by Biichi [1962] . The uniformization problem for SIS was solved positively by Biichi and Landweber [1969] . Let <4(«, v) be a formula in the language of SIS. We can view each u and v as an co-sequence of letters in a certain finite alphabet. Biichi and Landweber proved that if SIS | -V«3v^(u, V) then there is a finite automaton that outputs an appropriate co-sequence v when it reads the given co-sequence u. The desired uniformizing formula <f>* describes that finite automaton.
The full binary tree Tis here the set of all words in the alphabet {/, r}. The monadic second-order theory of T with two successor operations Successor^*) = xl and Successor r (x) = xr is known as S2S, which is an abbreviation for "the secondorder theory of two successors". Rabin [1969] solved positively the decision problem for S2S. To simplify the notation we describe here only a partial case of a result from Rabin [1972] . Let <fiX) be a formula in the language of S2S where X is a set variable. If S2S | -3X<j>(X), then there is a regular (i.e., recognizable by a finite automaton) subset A" of the full binary tree such that <j>{X) holds in T.
The quoted results of Buchi, Biichi and Landweber, and Rabin can be seen as a hint for a positive solution for the uniformization problem for S2S. This paper gives, however, a negative solution for that uniformization problem. More specifically, we prove the following: Let <f>(X, y) be a formula in the language of S2S saying that if X is nonempty then y e X. Clearly S2S y) . We prove that there is no formula <j>* (X, y) in the language of S2S such that for every X £ T there is a unique y eT satisfying cj){X, y) in T.
The proof is model-theoretic in its nature. The main tool is the Composition Theorem for trees proved in Chapter 2. Another tool is the Addition Theorem for intervals of trees proved in Chapter 3. Rabin's Uniformization Problem is solved in Chapter 5 with use of forcing. The reader can go on straightway and read §5.1 in order to get some idea of how the proof goes. Finally, let us note that we allow only set variables in our monadic second-order languages. The original structure is coded on singleton sets. This way we transform a given monadic second-order theory into the first-order theory of certain special structures.
CHAPTER 2. GRAFTING The main goal of this chapter is the Composition Theorem for trees. In §2.1 we recall the notion of n-theory due to Lauchli [1968] and its important generalization due to Shelah [1975] . The Composition Theorem for trees is proved in §2.3. Its proof follows the routine developed by Shelah [1975] and Gurevich [1979] . For the reader's convenience we make this exposition self-contained. In §2.4 we formulate a rougher version of the Composition Theorem that suffices for our purposes here. §2. . . , a*). We identify every Th°(/1, <*i, . . . , a*) with a quantifier-free formula that fully describes it. In our application the describing formulas will be constructed in a uniform way.
By induction on n we define n-theories Th"(^4, a h ..., a k ) where A e K and «i, . . . , a* e ,4. 0-theories have been defined already. Further, (ai, ..., a k 
The proof is an easy induction on n.
• Note that the quantifier depth of a prenex first-order formula is the length of its prefix. Here the prefix of a first-order formula is just a word in the alphabet {V, 3}. Blocks of universal quantifiers and blocks of existential quantifiers alternate in a prefix. The alternation type of a prefix is the corresponding sequence of lengths of the blocks of quantifiers. For example, (6, 7, 4) is the alternation type of both V 6 3 7 V 4 and 3 6 V 7 3 4 . In order to prove the Composition Theorem for trees we need a generalization of the notion of n-theory that reflects not only the length of a prefix but also its alternation type.
In this paper £ and -q range over alternation types, i.e., over finite sequences of positive integers. By induction on the length lh(£) we define the ^-theory of a structure A eKaugmented by distinguished elements a h ..., a k . The empty alternation type will be denoted simply 0. We put
If £ is the extension -rfm of -q by an additional member m then £-Th(/L a h ..., a") = {rj-Th (A, a x , ..., a k , b u ...,bj:b u ...,b m e A}.
We generalize the notion of n-k-Box as well. 0-A>Box is already defined.
If £ = V^m t n e n £-£-Box is the power-set of y-(k + m)-Box. It is easy to see that every £-Th(A, a h ..., a k ) belongs to £-fc-Box. It will be convenient for us to order every £-A>Box in a standard manner. The order may be, for example, lexicographical.
Note that 3-theories are (1, 1, l)-theories, not (3)-theories. To stress the distinction, we will use the notation 1" for the sequence of n ones. Thus n-theories are 1 "-theories.
CLAIM 3. There is an algorithm that computes an arbitrary g-Th(A, a h . . . , a k ) from Th" (A, a\, ..., a A ) , where n is the sum of members of£.
The proof is easy. §2.2. Compositions of trees. The alphabet {/, r} will be called the binary alphabet. Words in the binary alphabet will be called binary words. The set {/, r}* of all binary words forms the full binary tree T. The empty word e is the root of T. Every binary word is a node of T. For every binary word x, the words xl and xr are the left successor and the right successor of x respectively, whereas x is the predecessor of both xl and xr. In this paper a tree is a nonempty subset of T closed under predecessors.
To put our-discussion about trees into the framework of §2.1 we should specify the language L and the class K of structures in question. Let L be the first order language of Boolean algebras augmented by unary predicates Singleton, Root, End, LB (for Left Border), RB (for Right Border), and by binary predicates LS (for Left Successor), RS (for Right Successor). We suppose that L contains the usual Boolean operations and the equality predicate. L will be called in this paper the monadic language of trees. Every tree M gives a standard model for L in the following way. Consider the Boolean algebra of subsets of M and define additionally: Singleton(A') holds if X is singleton, Root(A") holds if e e X, End(X) holds if X contains an end-point of M, LB(A') holds if no element of X has a left successor in M, and RB(Z) holds if no element of X has a right successor in M; LS(A', Y) holds if there is x e M such that X = {x} and Y = {xl}; and RS(A', Y) holds if there is x e M such that X = {x} and Y = {xr}. Let K be the class of standard models for L. It is easy to see that our L, K satisfy the Proviso in §2.1. The quantifier-free type Th°(M, X h ..., X k ) of a fc-tuple (X x , ..., X k ) of subsets of a tree M will be identified with the conjunction of formulas % = 0, Singleton(r), Root(z-), End(r), LB(T), RB(T), LS(<J, T) and RS(er, r), where a, t are disjunctive normal terms in variables vi, . . . , v k and the formulas are true in M under the
REMARK. The reader may wonder why we composed this particular monadic language of trees. We did it in order to prove Lemma 1 in §2.3 and Lemma 1 in §3.1. We define a composition of trees. Let M be a tree. A grafting function on M is a function g satisfying the following condition. Domain(g) s M x {/, r}. If The sequence R g (£, X) of subsets of Mis denned similarly.
There is an algorithm that computes Th°(./V, X)from
where the complements are computed in N. By induction on % it is easy to check that for every summand S of N, z*\S = (Xi\S, ..., X k \S) where the complements (on the right side) are taken in S.
In order to compute 0-Th(A^, X) it suffices to evaluate statements z* = 0, Singleton(r*), Root(r*), End(r*), LB( T *), RB(r*), LS(a*, z*) and RS(<T*, r*), where a, z are in the disjunctive normal form. For each of these statements, we provide a necessary and sufficient condition that is readily checkable when Th°(Af, X\M, L, R) is given. Let s and t range over the set {t eO-k-Box: L, [j R, # 0}. r* = 0 iff z*\M is empty and every t implies z = 0. z* is singleton iff either z*\M is singleton and every t implies z = 0 or else z*\M = 0 and there is an s such that L s U R s is singleton, s implies Singleton(r) and every other t implies z = 0. N N Root(r*) iff M f= Root(r*|M). N N= End(V) iff some t implies End(r) or M |= End((r*|Af) -U) where U is the union of all sets L t and R t . N f= LB(r*) if M F= LB(r*|Af), and r*|Af avoids any L" and every t implies LB(r). The case of RB is similar.
N N LS(<7*, r*) iff both a* and r* are singleton and either M f= LS(o-*|Af, T*|M) or some / implies LS(a, z) or else there is a ? such that 0 # (<r*|Af) £ L, and t implies Root(r*). The case of RS is similar.
• By induction on the length of an alternation type £ we define alternation types 7/(£, k). If £ is empty then every
PROOF. By induction on n we construct algorithms COMP" such that every COMP" does the job of COMP in the case length(£) = n. The construction is uniform in n and results in the desired algorithm COMP. Lemma 1 takes care of the case n = 0. Suppose that COMP" is constructed already. Instead of defining COMP" +1 formally we just explain how it works.
Let £ = rf j be an alternation type of length n + From the other side, the given //(£,
where Z ranges overy'-tuples of subsets of M and 0, V range over tuples of subsets of M of length Cardinality (^-(A: + 7')-Box). Evidently S2 s S3. Let
be an element of S3. We give a checkable criterion for u to belong to S2: u e S2 iff (i) the sequence 0 = <C/,: tS7j-(k + y')-Box> partitions \J{Ls(£, X): ss£-kBox} and / e 5 whenever U, meets Lf(£, X), and (ii) the same for Kand /?'(£, X).
The "only if" direction is obvious. To prove the "if" direction suppose that u satisfies (i) and (ii). Choose ay-tuple Yof subsets of N such that Y\M = Z and for every graft S = g(x, I) (respectively 5 = g{x, r)), ifxeU, f] L*(£, X) (respectively
hence it belongs to S2.
• §2.4. Corollaries of the Composition Theorem. For every n and k, let h(n, k) be the sum of members of the alternation type H(\", k). Here 1" is the sequence of n ones, and H is defined in §2.3.
THEOREM 1 (SECOND COMPOSITION THEOREM). There is an algorithm COMP2 such that for every M, g, N, n, k, X, if .1 we prove another composition theorem; this time it is about addition of intervals of the full binary tree. In §3.2 we introduce and study n-extensible intervals. These intervals are too diverse and lengthy to be described by their n-theories. They will play a prominent role in the sequel. §3.1. Addition. We order binary words as follows: x < y if x is an initial segment of y. Recall that in this paper a tree is a subset of the full binary tree T = {I, r}*. A tree A will be called an interval if there is a binary word a with {x: x < a} = A. 
., X k ) and S is either A or filet X\S = (X r \S, ... , X"\S).
LEMMA 1. There is an algorithm that computes Th°(C, X)from Th°(^, X\A) and Th»(fi, X\B).
PROOF. Let k = lh(^); let X x , ..., X k be the components of X. If r(vi, . . . , v*) is a Boolean term in variables v h ..., v k let z* be the value T(XI, ... X k ) computed in C. By induction on r it is easy to check that if S = A or 5 = B then T*\S is the value riX^S, ..., X"\S) computed in S. In order to compute Th°(C, X) it suffices to evaluate the statements z* = 0, Singleton(r*), Root(r*), End(r*), LB(r*), RB(r*), LS(«r*, z*) and RS(a*, z*), where a, z are in the disjunctive normal form, when Th°(^, X\A) and Th°(fi, X\B) are given. z* = 0 iff both z*\A and z*\B are empty, z* is singleton iff either z*\A is singleton and z*\B is empty, or z*\A is empty and z*\b is singleton, or else both z*\A and z*\B are singleton and A \= End(z*\A) and B (= Root(r*|fi). Further, C (= Root(r*) iff A \= Root(r*M); C \= End(r*) iff fi N End(r*|fi); C N= LB(r*) iff A N LB(z*\A) and B |= LB(r*|fi) (the case of RB is similar); and C |= LS(a*, z*) iff both a*, z* are singleton and either A N LS(<r*|^, x*\B) or B N RS(<7*M, x*\B) (the case of RS is similar).
• THEOREM 2 (ADDITION THEOREM). There is an algorithm PLUS that computes Th»(C, X)from Th\A, X\A) and Th»(5, X\B)for every n, k and every k-tuple X of subsets ofC.
PROOF. By induction on n we construct algorithms PLUS" such that PLUS, computes Th»(C, X) from Th»(^, X\A) and Th»(fi, X\E) for every A: and X. The construction is uniform in n and results in the desired algorithm PLUS. Lemma 1 takes care of the case n = 0. Suppose that PLUS" is constructed already. To simplify notation we suppose that k = 0. Then . MERGING In §4.1 we introduce n-samples. They are finite sets of binary words that are so far spread that their M-theories cannot describe them properly. The union of two n-samples may not be an n-sample. There is, however, a less direct way to merge two n-samples. The Merging Theorem, proved in §4.2, takes care of that. It is the main theorem of this section. §4.1. Elongation. For any binary words x, y let x A y be the longest common prefix for x, y. We will say that x is n-older than y if [x A y, x] is neither singleton nor n-extensible whereas [x A y, y] is n-extensible. The reasson why we close the word "older" will be cleaar when we come to forcing. CLAIM 1. For every n, the relation n-older is transitive. PROOF. Suppose that x is n-older than y and y is n-older than z (see Figure 1 ).
FIGURE 1
Then • A finite set X of binary words will be called an n-sample if (i) for every x e X, the interval [e, x] is n-extensible, and (ii) for every x, y e X, either x is n-older than y or y is n-older than x or else both intervals [x A y, x] and [x A y, y] are n-extensible.
If X is a finite set of binary words, let Bush(A") (the bush of X) be the smallest tree that includes X. Recall that the function n* was defined in §2.4.
THEOREM 2 (ELONGATION THEOREM). Suppose thatj = «*(/, 0) and X is a /-sample. For every m ^ 1 there is a j-sample Y such that:
1. Bush(y) is i-equivalent to Bush(A'), 2. ifu<xe Yandlh(w) < m then [u, x] isj-extensible, and
if x, y are distinct elements of Y and u <, x A y then there is d 6 {/, r} such that [ud, z] is j-extensible for every ud <, z e Y.
PROOF (by induction on the cardinality lA'l of X). The case |A"| = 0 is trivial. Case \X\ = 1. Let a be the only element of X. Choose x ^ a of length at least m. By Claim 2 in §3.2 there is y > x such that [x, y] is /-extensible. Since [e, a] is /-extensible there is b ^ y such that [e, b] is /-equivalent to [e, a] . Y = {b} is the desired/-sample.
Case \X\ > 1. Let a be a/-oldest element of X. Bush(Z) is the composition of [e, a] and a certain grafting function / on [e, a] . We build the bush of the desired y-sample Y as the composition of some extension [e, b] of [e, a] and some grafting function g on [e, b] .
Extending [e, a] . As in the case lA'l = 1 above, build b ^ a such that [e, b] is ./'-equivalent to [e, a] 
Building g. It is easy to see that every tree in Range(/) is the bush of some jsample. By the induction hypothesis, for every Bush(A' 1 ) in Range(/) there is a /-sample Yx such that Bush( Yx) is /-equivalent to Bush(A Let Domain(/), Domain(g) be equal to Domain(/i), Domain(gi) respectively. It is easy to see that the composition of [e, c] and /(respectively g) is the bush of some/sample A"(respectively Y'). By the Second Composition Theorem Bush(A r ') is /-equivalent to Bush(A'i), and Bush(J") is /-equivalent to Bush(yj). It is easy to check that A", Y' are the desired/samples.
• CHAPTER 5. FORCING In this chapter we use forcing to prove the main theorem of this paper. The main theorem is stated in §5.1 and is proved in §5.3. We suppose that the reader has some knowledge about forcing. The paper Shoenfield [1971] suffices for our purposes. §5.1. The Main Theorem. Let 0(v 1; v 2 ) be a formula in the monadic language of trees saying that vj is not empty and v 2 is a singleton subset of v x . Evidently the full binary tree T satisfies the sentence Vv 1 3v 2^( v 1 , v 2 ).
As usual, ZFC is Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory with the axiom of choice. Models of ZFC will be called worlds. Gurevich and Harrington [1982] .) The decision procedure works in ZFC; it does not use any extra set-theoretic assumptions. If <j>* satisfies (A) and (B) in some world W, the decision procedure verifies (A) and (B) in W. It verifies therefore that (A) and (B) follow from ZFC, which contradicts Theorem 1. • §5.2. The forcing notion. Let a<^<y<5bt natural numbers. The number a will be specified in the next section. About /3, y and 5 we suppose only that they are large enough to meet all requirements of this and the next sections. There will be only a handful of requirements and each will have the form jS > (a number depending on a), or 7" > (a number depending on a, /3), or 8 S: (a number depending on a, /3, y). Let W be our ground world. Our forcing notion P consists of all 5-samples. In other words, 5-samples are our forcing conditions. We say that a forcing condition q is stronger than a forcing condition p (symbolically p <, q) tip £ q and no y e q is 5-older than any xep.In the sequel p and q (with or without subscripts) range over P. We do not distinguish between elements of W and their canonical forcing names. Let U = {{x, p): peP and x ep}. Evidently U is a name for the union of the generic filter. THEOREM 1. For every j = 1, 2 let g ( be the grafting function on Bush(/>,) that grafts a copy of T into each "bud" of Bush(/>,). Thus the composition of Bush(/>,) and g t is equal to T. For every forcing condition q let/?, * q be {xdy: (x, d) e Domain(g,), x £/>,-, y e q).
It is easy to see that p { *q is a forcing condition. Bush(/?,*^) is the result of grafting a copy of Bush(^) into each "bud" (x, d) e Domain(g,) with x $/?,.
Let G be an arbitrary generic filter over P, and G { -{peP: p <. p t *q for some q e G}. Clearly G h G 2 are generic filters over P and
Let us work now in W(G).
The algorithm COMP2 of §2.4 computes Th«(7; (jGy, A,) from the h(a, 2)-theory of the structure [jG,-, A,) and R> = R*<(l a , (JG,-, A,) . Thus it suffices to prove that M[ and M 2 are h(a, 2)-equivalent.
Let Mi = (Bush(/?,), A,). It is easy to see that the same formula defines p x in Mi and defines p 2 in M 2 . The formula says that /?, is the set of end-points. Recall that U = <JJ t : t e l a -2-Box> where L\ abbreviates L?{ (1«, (jGy, A t ), and similarly for R'. It is easy to see that for every t the same formula defines L\ in Mi and defines L\ in M 2 , and similarly for R'. If f = Th a (r, 0, 0) then LJ = p ( and we can use the previous formula. If t = Th a (r, (J(/, 0) then the formula says that V t is the set of elements x e Bush(/>,) -p { such that x does not have a left successor in Bush(/?,). In other cases the formula says L\ = 0. Since M x and M 2 are ^-equivalent and /3 is sufficiently larger than h(a, 2) we have that M [ and M' t Let g 2 be the grafting function on Bush(/? 2 ) such that the composition of Bush (/> 2 ) and g 2 is equal to Bush(q 2 ). Require y > h*(fi,1). By Theorem 2 in §2.4 (withw = |3 and k = 1) there is a grafting function g t on B u s h^) such that Range(gj) c Range(g 2 ) and if C is the composition of B u s h^) and gj then (C, y^) is /3-equivalent to (Bush(q 2 ), A 2 ). It is easy to see that C = Bush(gj) for some forcing condition q\ ^ p x . Clearly, q x forces Th By the Merging Theorem (with i -y and j = 5) there are forcing conditions qi, q 2 such that Bush^), Bush(<7 2 ) are /3-equivalent to B u s h^) , Bush(/? 2 ) respectively and qi U <7 2 is a forcing condition stronger then each of q x and q 2 . By Theorem 2, ^t, # 2 force Th a (r, U) = r 1; Th a (T, U) = t 2 respectively. But q x U <J 2 forces both Th a (r, U) = f x and Th a (r, U) = t 2 . Hence, t r = t 2 . D §5.3. Proving the Main Theorem. In this section we prove Theorem 1 of §5.1. Suppose that a formula <f>*(vi, v 2 ) satisfies the conditions (A), (B) in some world W. We specify the number a of §5.2 as the quantifier depth of <f>*. We intend to prove that (f>* fails to satisfy (A) or (B) in any world W{G) where G is a generic filter over P. Suppose the contrary. Then there is p forcing T \= <j>*{U, {a}) for some binary word a. We suppose that p is a minimal forcing condition that forces T (= (f>* (U, {a} 
